


ProGenius is a unique app that simplifies the process of 
creating business proposals by leveraging AI technology. 

The app is designed to offer a comprehensive solution to 
proposal writing by generating persuasive proposals that are 
customized to meet the unique needs and preferences of 
each user. 

The app's advanced algorithms and user-friendly interface 
make it easy to use for entrepreneurs and business 
executives. The app saves time, effort and produces 
professional-grade proposals that stand out from the 
competition.

Executive Summary:



The global proposal management software market is 
expected to grow to $3.9 billion by 2028, at a CAGR of 13.2%. 

The demand for proposal software is driven by the need for 
efficient, time-saving, and accurate proposal creation. 

There is a high demand for business proposals in various 
industries such as IT, Healthcare, Education, and many more.

Sources:
MarketWatch
Yahoo Finance

Market Analysis:

https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/proposal-management-software-market-size-share-growth-2022-application-business-strategies-industry-revenue-opportunities-expansion-plan-future-trends-key-players-analysis-and-forecast-to-2028-research-2023-03-02
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/global-proposal-management-software-market-155300664.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAADba5nNUdR6KyMtLKoLWYcRQW-ILvhd9GOO0wkBlT3IlPmNlJpRQ-Q9Jm0hKCY_W6wItRl3axBazHQRa1du7zsDsEbSd99YfIGj7fcHiIahRs-yDwzHwpsm3RyqQNgqdtDK4GCDhgPbBoj6vONbi03HvgWCOXvxgAGeu4zcSCzwq


ProGenius has some competitors in the market that offer 
similar services. 

The key competitors are PandaDoc, Proposify, and Qwilr. 

PandaDoc has over 20,000 customers worldwide and is the 
most popular among the competitors.

Proposify is known for its user-friendly interface and ease of 
use, while Qwilr has strong features for creative proposals.

Competitor Analysis:



Unique Selling Points:

ProGenius stands out from its competitors because of 
the advanced AI technology that generates persuasive 
proposals. 

The app is user-friendly and provides customized 
proposals tailored to meet the unique needs of each 
user. The app is designed to save time and effort and 
generate professional-grade proposals.



Revenue Streams:

ProGenius can generate revenue through a 
subscription-based model, where users pay a monthly or 
annual fee for access to the app's features. 

The app can also offer a commission-based model, where 
the app takes a percentage of the revenue generated from 
proposals that are accepted.

Additionally, the app could offer a paid version with 
additional features for an additional fee.



How it works



Architecture



Conclusion

ProGenius is an innovative app that simplifies the proposal 
writing process for entrepreneurs and business 
executives. 

The app's advanced AI technology and user-friendly 
interface make it stand out from its competitors. The 
growing demand for proposal management software 
presents a significant opportunity for the app's success. 
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Any questions?


